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ABSTRACT

Two of the most common dielectrics for β-Ga2O3 are SiO2 and Al2O3 because of their large bandgaps, versatility of preparation, and
thermal stability. However, because of the anisotropic properties of the β-polytype, it is necessary to understand differences in band
alignment for the different crystal orientation. Using x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, we performed a comparative study of the
band alignment of SiO2/β-Ga2O3 and Al2O3/ β-Ga2O3 heterojunctions with different β-Ga2O3 orientations of (001), (010), and (�201).
The bandgaps were determined to be 4.64, 4.71, and 4.59 eV for the (�201), (001), and (010) oriented β-Ga2O3 substrates, respectively.
The valence band offsets for SiO2 on these three orientations were 1.4, 1.4, and 1.1 eV, respectively, while for Al2O3, the correspond-
ing values were 0.0, 0.1, and 0.2 eV, respectively. The corresponding conduction band offsets ranged from 2.59 to 3.01 eV for SiO2

and 2.26 to 2.51 eV for Al2O3.

Published under an exclusive license by the AVS. https://doi.org/10.1116/6.0003039

I. INTRODUCTION

Ga2O3 is currently attracting interest for high power electronic
devices with breakdown performance beyond the one-dimensional
limits of both SiC and GaN.1–12 The relatively low cost of manufac-
ture makes these devices an option for kV class rectifiers for power
converters in electric vehicles and their charging infrastructure.1–5

Dielectrics are needed on β-Ga2O3 as gate insulators on transistors,
edge termination structures on rectifiers, and surface passivation
layers for encapsulation.3–5 In most of these applications, there is a
need to know the band alignment between the dielectric and the
semiconductor to understand carrier accumulation and electric
field profiles at the heterointerfaces. Two of the most common
dielectrics for β-Ga2O3 are SiO2 and Al2O3, which can be deposited
by a range of techniques, including low damage atomic layer depo-
sition, and selectively patterned with dry and wet etchants.1,3,4 The
band offset between SiO2 and Al2O3 insulators in heterojunction
conduction in Ga2O3 devices demonstrates its crucial significance,
influencing the electronic transport characteristics and interfacial

charge transfer dynamics at the junction interface. While several
studies have reported the band alignments of these materials on
β-Ga2O3 for specific crystallographic orientations,13–18 there has
not been a self-consistent examination of the band offsets for the
three main commercially available substrate orientations.17,19 Since
the properties of β-Ga2O3 are anisotropic,19–22 it is of value to
establish the orientation dependence of band alignments. The use
of the same cleaning procedure, deposition method, and thermal
budget reduces variations in the measured valence band offsets.23

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy was used to measure the
valence band offsets of SiO2 and Al2O3 on different β-Ga2O3 orien-
tations of (001), (010), and (�201) using the standard Kraut
method.24–26 The valence band offsets for SiO2 on these three ori-
entations were 1.4, 1.4, and 1.1 eV, respectively, while for Al2O3 the
corresponding values were 0.0, 0.1, and 0.2 eV, respectively. Care
was taken to minimize sample charging and other issues.27

Conduction band offsets were derived from the directly measured
valence band offsets and bandgaps of dielectrics and Ga2O3.

28
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II. EXPERIMENT

Three β-Ga2O3 bulk substrates (10 × 15 mm) with different
orientations, (001), (010), and (�201), were purchased from NCT,
Japan. All were nominally undoped, 0.65 mm thick, with n-type
carrier concentrations of <9 × 1017 cm−3. To indicate the crystal
quality, the x-ray diffraction full width at half maximum in [100]
and [010] azimuth directions was 50 arc sec in both cases. The
root-mean-square surface roughness was <2 nm in all cases, as
measured by atomic force microscopy of 10 × 10 μm2 areas. The
front surface was chemically mechanically polished while the rear
faces had ground finishes. The band alignments of atomic layer
deposited (ALD) SiO2 or Al2O3 on these substrates were measured
after deposition conditions that have been described previ-
ously.17,25,26 The layers for both dielectrics were deposited at 200 °C
using tris (diethylamino) silane or trimethylaluminum as precur-
sors, respectively, for SiO2 or Al2O3. The temperature was chosen
based on this being the optimum for insulator quality as judged by
morphology and crystal quality. The layers are polycrystalline
under these conditions.17 For substrate cleaning predeposition, the
following rinse sequence was employed: acetone, IPA, N2 dry, and
finally ozone exposure for 15 min. The ALD layers were deposited
at 200 °C in a Cambridge Nano Fiji 200 using a remote inductively
coupled plasma at 300W to generate atomic oxygen. The bandgaps
of the dielectrics were 8.7 eV for SiO2 and 6.9 eV for Al2O3 as mea-
sured previously by reflection electron energy loss spectroscopy29–31

and by the O1s peak from 200 nm dielectric reference layers.25,26

1.5 nm layers of SiO2 or Al2O3 were deposited on the three Ga2O3

substrates in the same ALD deposition for measuring their core
levels. This thickness is chosen so that the core levels in the under-
lying substrate can be measured through the insulator. The thick-
nesses were obtained from crystal balance calibrated measurements.
The RMS roughness measured over 10 × 10 μm areas by atomic
force microscopy was 1.8–2.1 nm for the 200 nm layers.

Valence band offsets were obtained from the Kraut method
using XPS with a Physical Instruments ULVAC PHI system.24

This uses an Al X-ray source with an energy of 1486.6 eV, a
source power of 300W, and an analysis area of 20 μm diameter.
The standard take-off angle of 50° with an acceptance angle of
±7° was used for all spectra. For high resolution scans, the elec-
tron pass energy was 23.5 eV. The total energy resolution of the
system is 0.5 eV, with an accuracy of 0.03 eV for the binding ener-
gies measured.

The procedure for determining the valence band offsets
entails the determination of core level and valence band energy
positions using three distinct Ga2O3 substrates along with 200 nm
thick layers of dielectrics.17,25–27 Subsequently, the subsequent
phase involves the quantification of core level displacements within
the SiO2/Ga2O3 and Al2O3/Ga2O3 heterostructures. These displace-
ments can be translated into their corresponding valence band
offsets. Finally, the disparities in conduction band positions are
inferred by leveraging the measured energy bandgaps and the
valence band offsets.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the determination of the bandgaps of the three
different orientations of β-Ga2O3 from the onset of the plasmon

FIG. 1. Bandgap of (a) (001), (b) (010), and (c) (�201) β-Ga2O3 determined
using the onset of the plasmon loss feature in O 1s photoemission spectrum.
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loss feature in the O 1s photoemission spectra. Table I shows the
valence band maxima and core level data used to calculate the
bandgaps of Ga2O3. The bandgaps were determined to be 4.64,
4.71, and 4.59 eV for the (�201), (001), and (010) oriented β-Ga2O3

substrates, respectively. These correspond closely to the previously

reported values of 4.67, 4.72, and 4.57 eV for (�201), (001), and
(010) oriented β-Ga2O3 substrates, respectively, as determined from
Tauc plots of the transmittance spectra.17 Table I also shows the
same data for the thick SiO2 and Al2O3 layers, showing respective
bandgaps of 8.7 and 6.9 eV. These are also consistent with previous
reports.17

Figure 2 shows the delta core level energies for interfaces of
thin SiO2/β-Ga2O3 with orientation (a) (001), (b) (010), and (c)
(�201) from the differences in Ga 2p3 and Si 2p transitions. These
are tabulated in the top of Table II for the SiO2/β-Ga2O3

heterojunctions.
These data lead to the band alignment results of Fig. 3 for the

SiO2/β-Ga2O3 structures for the three different orientations of
Ga2O3. All of the band alignments are type I, nested gap. The
valence band offsets are, respectively, 1.4, 1.4, and 1.1 eV, for the
(001), (010), and (�201) orientations. This is consistent with a value
of 1 eV reported by Konishi et al.14 for plasma enhanced chemi-
cally vapor deposited SiO2. The corresponding conduction band
offsets are then 2.59, 3.01, and 2.66 eV for the (001), (010), and
(�201) orientations. Clearly, SiO2 is an appropriate choice as a
dielectric for β-Ga2O3 of any orientation in any of the possible
applications noted earlier, since both the valence and conduction
band offsets are larger than the commonly quoted rule of thumb of
>1 eV.28

The data for delta core level energies for the Al2O3/β-Ga2O3

heterostructures are shown in Fig. 4 for (a) (001), (b) (010), and (c)
(�201) orientations of β-Ga2O3 from the differences in Ga 2p3 and
Al 2p transitions. The data are also tabulated at the bottom of
Table II.

The corresponding band alignment diagrams are shown in
Fig. 5 for the Al2O3/ β-Ga2O3 structures. The valence band offsets
are very small, being 0.1, 0.2, and 0.0 eV, respectively, for the (001),
(010), and (�201) orientations. These would not provide significant
confinement of holes in device structures, although Al2O3 could
still be used as passivation of field plate layers. The result for the
(�201) orientation is consistent with the previously reported value of
0.07 eV by Carey et al.15,18 The corresponding conduction band
offsets are 2.29, 2.51, and 2.26 eV for the (001), (010), and (�201)
orientations.

FIG. 2. Δ Core level energies for interfaces of thin SiO2/β-Ga2O3 with orienta-
tion (a) (001), (b) (010), and (c) (�201).

TABLE I. Valence band maximum and core level data used to calculate the
bandgap of β-Ga2O3, SiO2, and Al2O3.

Orientation VBM
Core level peak

(Ga 2p3) Core-VBM Bandgap

001 3.40 1118.1 1114.7 4.71 eV
010 3.40 1118.0 1114.6 4.59 eV
�201 3.57 1118.2 1114.6 4.64 eV

VBM Core level peak Core-VBM Bandgap
SiO2 5.7 104.3 (Si 2p) 98.6 8.7 eV
Al2O3 1.1 72.3 (Al 2p) 71.2 6.9 eV

TABLE II. Core level data measured by XPS for SiO2/β-Ga2O3 and Al2O3/β-Ga2O3.

Orientation

Core level
peak

(Ga 2p3)
Core level
peak (Si 2p)

ΔCore
level ΔEV ΔEC

001 1117.7 103.0 1014.7 1.4 2.59
010 1118.0 103.1 1014.9 1.1 3.01
�201 1117.8 103.2 1014.6 1.4 2.66

Orientation Core level
peak

(Ga 2p3)

Core level
peak

(Al 2p)

Core
level

ΔEV ΔEC

001 1117.9 74.3 1043.6 0.1 2.29
010 1118.0 74.4 1043.6 0.2 2.51
�201 1117.7 74.3 1043.4 0.0 2.26
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IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We determined the band alignments for two common
dielectrics on Ga2O3 for three orientations of this semiconduc-
tor. The dielectrics were deposited by low damage ALD, to
avoid the type of interfacial disorder that is present during
physical vapor depiction methods. The conduction band offsets
in both SiO2/β-Ga2O3 and Al2O3/β-Ga2O3 heterostructures are
large and provide excellent electron confinement for all three
major crystal orientations of β-Ga2O3, but the valence band
offsets in the latter system are smaller than desirable for limit-
ing hole transport. The differences in band alignment are rela-
tively small for the different orientations, even though the
properties of monoclinic β-Ga2O3 are anisotropic because of
the low crystal symmetry. SiO2 is a superior choice because of
its larger valence band offsets, although Al2O3 could still have
utility for surface passivation, field management, and encapsu-
lation purposes.

FIG. 3. Schematic of band alignments for SiO2/β-Ga2O3 with orientation (a)
(001), (b) (010), and (c) (�201).

FIG. 4. Δ Core level energies for interfaces of thin Al2O3/β-Ga2O3 with orienta-
tion (a) (001), (b) (010), and (c) (�201).
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